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Editorial

Smokers pushed outdoors

What if I had talked to that person? What if I had made a
different decision? What if I had said what I was really thinking?
We all have what I like to call "what ifs." There is always something in our thoughts that we feel we could have done differently
once the situation has passed. These thoughts can be torture.
It's a new school year, which means different things for different people. Some are returning to familiar faces while others
have left the only friends they knew. Many people may be looking
for a new beginning as others continue on the path to what they
hope will be a happy life. Whatever it may be that you seek, every
decision you make will be a stepping-stone in the direction of the
world you want to live in.
This year at The Spectator we're also making a few changes.
We're combining the old with the new to give you the best of both
worlds.
For those of you who have felt that in the past there has been
nothing in The Spectator for you, give us a second look this year.
In addition to some style and organization renovations, we've also
added a new cartoon. In the upcoming weeks keep an eye out for a
crossword puzzle and.. .something I know you've all been waiting
for...personals are back! You can, once again, submit a shout out
to your friends or that person you saw but were too afraid to talk to
(send personals to spectatorpersonals@seattleu.edu).
Voting campaigns are targeting our general age group this year
like no other. During the next four weeks we hope to provide you
with coverage on the upcoming election. We hope to get readers
involved so that the paper is not just a source of information, but
also a forum for people of all minds to exchange ideas.
Lastly, we'll be putting small bits of SU's history into the
paper. How many of us know anything about the people the buildings were named after? Few people can say they do, and we hope
to increase the number that can.
We're all about interaction with our readers, and without our
community's input, we can only guess at what our audience wants.
So help us out, drop us a line. Whether it's content suggestions or
feedback on something we've printed; if you've got something to

Whether or not a bar is smoking or non-smoking should be
the decision of the owner. If you
are over the age of 21 and do
not want to be around cigarette
smoke, GO TO A NON-SMOKING BAR!
Do not go to a bar that allows
smoking and then gripe loudly
all night about the smell. There
are several bars in Seattle that
do not allow smoking at all.
Being around smoke in this city
is a choice, not a necessity.
I do believe that restaurants,
that do not have adequate ventilation and air-purifiers, should
not allow smoking during the
hours when children are most
likely to be present. As children
should not be out after 10pm in
any case, I see no reason why
smoking sections should not be
allowed in diners after that time.
There are also non-smoking
restaurants, that have "cigar
rooms" where people can go to
smoke before or after their
meal. Accommodations like
these allow for child friendly
air. The Fox Sports Bar in
downtown Seattle is one of
these places.
So what needs to happen to
protect the lungs of non-smokers? There is a simple answer
to that question: better ventilation.
New clubs in Paris are required to have ventilation systems so powerful that you cannot smell the smoke coming off
the cigarette next to you. And
they really are that good.
Cleaner air, happiness and freedom for smokers and nonsmokers alike are in our grasp.

say, we want to hear it!

For those of you that are interested in writing for The Spectator, feel free to stop by our meetings Mondays at 6 p.m. in the
office of The Spectator (located next to The Cave in the Campion
Hall basement).
Get involved and make this year count in every way possible
because you do matter; your opinion does count. Walk with your
head high and don't doubt yourself. The more confidence you
have in the decisions you make, the less "what ifs" you'll have.

Anneke Cronander
Staff Writer
California, New York, and Massachusetts are all non-indoorsmoking states. California led the
way in 1998 banning smoking in
all restaurants, bars, cafes and all
other public indoor areas. New
York was the second in 2003, Massachusetts was the most recent, and
their indoor smoking ban was
passed in 2004.
There were two ballot initiatives
involving this issue brought up in
Seattle this year. Both failed to
make it to the ballot. It seems that
the state of Washington believes
this to be an issue of unconstitutionality. The state doesn't want to
take away the freedom of smokers
to indulge in their habit in public
if they wish.
As a smoker, most people assume that I am pro-indoor smoking in any case. This is just not
true.

Don't get me wrong; I think indoor smoking is a wonderful thing
that saves us dirty smokers from
the harsh Seattle Winters. However, we must also protect the
lungs of young people who are not
choosing to pollute them by smoking.

Cheney, Bush launch attacks
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Now all we have to do is convince
the owners to do this.
The Fenix Underground in Pioneer Square is a prime example of
superb ventilation. It is not to the
extent of those in Paris, but I
rarely hear people complain of the
stench of smoke there.
California law allows for smoking in 21 -plus venues if the owner
and fifty percent of the servers
smoke and the owner is on the premises. More than one San Francisco bar skyrocketed in popularity after this loophole was put into
practice.
Other establishments found
ways to keep their patronage by
opening outdoor patios where
smoking is allowed. One bar I
went to on my most recent trip to
California had a heated patio for
smokers. The patio was warmer
than the interior of the bar.
New York has had some problems with their ban. Patrons of
restaurants have told servers
they are going out for an aftermeal cigarette and they'll come
back in for coffee or dessert and
to pay the check, then never
come back. This has resulted in
losses for restaurant owners.
But honestly, if you are going
to bars that allow smoking, you
are oftentimes going to leave
smelling of smoke. You know
this before you walk in, so stop
coughing at me and my fellow
smokers. It is OUR choice to
pollute our bodies and it is your
choice to walk away if you don't
like it.
Anneke Cronander is a senior
psychology major. Send your
comments and feedback to
quietforhavoc@yahoo.com

Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
Once again the White House has
begun an outrageous and fruitless
attack on the Kerry/Edwards Presidentialcampaign. Last week George
Bush contended that John Kerry
could not be a serious leader of the
United States while undercutting
one of your allies, such as Iraq.
These comments came after Kerry
admitted that he was skeptical of
Iraq's bid to become a full democratic state.
Although Kerry's words may
have been slightly harsh towards the
Iraqi state, he was speaking the truth.
According to President Bush, the
last 18 months have been hard on
Coalition troops, but every effort to
establish Iraq as a democratic state
have been worthit. Since Iraq is now
considered an ally, Bush is supposedly standing by the new govern-

ment and putting all of his support into Iraqi prime minister
Ayad Allawi.
Now for you history buffs,
here's a little trivia. What was
Donald Rumsfeld's definition of
our most powerful allies, France
and Germany of 2003? Well for
those of you that didn't pay attention to the news back then,
they were considered "Old Europe." If this isn't undercutting an
ally, I don't know what is.
Granted, Rumsfeld made the
comments, but he is still representing the President.
Of course anything that Bush
says concerning Iraq must be reinforced by Vice President
Cheney. He commented that
Allawi stood beside the US in the
war against terror and Kerry was
trashing all "the good that has
been accomplished."
What good is he talking about?
Is it that the powerful dictator
Saddam Hussein was captured or
that we were able to kill and display to the world his two dead
sons, Uday and Qusay? The last
time I checked the only good that
has been accomplished in Iraq is
actually, nothing is coming to
mind.
In another shocking revelation
from the White House, Donald
Rumsfeld proclaimed to the

world that "nothing's perfect in
life." His comments referred to the
upcoming elections in Iraq. According to Rumsfeld, the democratic
elections would only be held in
"three-quarters or four-fifths of the
country." If this is an indication of
how Rumsfeld has operated for the
past four years, then we might as
well question every military decision the White House has made.
Picture this. Rumsfeld, Bush,
General Myers, Cheney, and Powell
are sitting in the Oval Office back
in January 2003. General Myers
briefs the President and staff about
the possibility of Weapons ofMass
Destruction in Iraq. They conclude
that nothings in Iraq, but Bush and
Rumsfeld are itching for a war. So
Rumsfeld turns to Bush and says,
"Nothing's perfect in life, might as
well go downtown and bust a cap."
This is probably stretching it
slightly, but its scary to hear your
Secretary of Defense tell the world
that nothings perfect in life and
something is better than nothing.
We as American voters and citizens
of the world should not tolerate individuals that will only settle for the
minimumand not strive for thebest.

...

Kevin Curley is a junior
journalism major. Send comments
and feedback to Kevin at
curleyk@ seattleu.edu
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Lack of student voters a problem in the US
where the nearest poll was. They weren't informed
enough on the issues. Their lives got busy and they
forgot about it. They thought voting was only for politics majors. They considered politics an adult hobby
like golf or bridge—elitist and probably boring. Or
they thought someone else would do it.
Secondly, our generation is subject to a blizzard of
propaganda, perhaps more than any generation before
it, thanks to the Internet, over zealous campaigns, and
a media increasingly compromised by money interests.
Young people have become wary of the political hard
sell. Deciding who to trust can be tricky and many
young folks have decided it isn't worth the energy.
There is also a growing percentage of this young generation that feels disenfranchised. Many young people
refuse to vote because our elected politicians aren't
meeting our demands and needs.
And some people my age just don't care.
These are all real, legitimate reasons. But they
don't negate the problems we face. We can mobilize
a protest against war in Iraq or launch letter-writing
campaigns against human rights violations or
discuss imminent oil drilling in the Arctic with
concern. But when it comes time to elect politicians
who will address international issues like these and
work for us in our local communities, we have failed
to make ourselves heard.
Clever anti-war slogans, peace signs and protesters
coursing down Pine street chanting John Lennon lyrics won't be an effective way of solving problems in Students can pick up voting forms at
our society or world until we exercise our vote on a the Registrar's Office
massive scale as well.
We won't matter to the people who shape politics
lege students in the seventh district earlier this week.
until we start making our government work for us. That This is an election about our classmates and siblings
will never become a reality if we sit around waiting "risking their lives every day in Afghanistan and Iraq,"
for it to happen. If you count yourself as part of a genabout "protecting the environment for future generaeration for whom one of the more recent landmarks tions," and it's about putting an end to "the Bush
may be a Sifl 'n Oily song called "United States of administration's recklessness with our tax dollars."
Whatever", please consider the weight of your vote
Given the Bush administration's previous election
and use it.
record, please help peel away our apathetic reputation
I ask you to do this so that we can shed our "votby registering to vote or by picking up a registration
ing— what's the point?" attitude before we grow old, form at the Registrar's office in the university services
debt ridden and conservative. Voting is only one of building on campus. There are only two days left bemany tools we need to employ in order to effect very fore this year's voter registration deadline on October
necessary changes, but it is a tool too important to 2, 2004. Do the right thing. Guilt trip your friends into
surrender.
it too. For the sake of justice and in the name of deever
there
If
were a high stakes election, this is it, mocracy, VOTE.
and I'm not just talking about the regular majority of
AARP voters. This election is about "skyrocketing Erica Terence is a senior journalism major. Sendyour
tuition and unaffordable student loans," as Rep. Jim comments and feedback to Erica at terence@seattleu.edu
McDermott succinctly pointed out in an email to col-

Register to Vote Today

Erica Terence
Guest Writer
College: the years of your life during which attending class is optional, drugs are a chemistry experiment,
duct tape fixes everything and a road trip to Canada
on the next three-day weekend or doing laundry on
Wednesday night is as far into your future as you care
to look. Sleep takes priority over showering and cereal can be eaten at any time of day or night. Most
students join at least two organizations that claim to
be changing the world one mind at a time. We get away
with a lot in college, but neglecting to vote shouldn't
be part of that list.
When a journalism professor asked how many of us
voted in the election, the question reverberated around
our morning consciousness. Through the grog, I raised
my hand proudly. 1 surveyed the rest of my inert classmates as their hands hung by their sides in political
abstinence (the worst kind of abstinence, especially
on a Jesuit campus). I was shocked. How could I be
the only student out of 30 sophomore, junior and senior journalism majors who had voted?
As a 19-year-old registered democratic voter at the
time, I was devastated by post-election headlines but
downright depressed by the lack of young votes that
were cast. Among those who actually voted, older
Americans outnumbered those under 30 by nearly three
tp one, according to the Association of American Colleges and Universities.
Yet these numbers run contrary to the first thing I
learned in college: never underestimate the intelligence
of your peers. To write off my classmates and my generation as hopelessly apathetic would be shortsighted
and counterproductive. So why aren't young people
voting?
First, many young people would have liked to vote
but didn't get around to it. They weren't registered.
They didn't know how to get an absentee ballot or

Voters must examine issues before November 2

David Byrd
Vice-President

of Young Democrats

Only a few more weeks remain before
the general election and there is still many
topics that need to be addressed. If the past
couple of months have taught us anything
it's that the next few weeks should be an
all-out, no-holds barred Presidential race.
With all the moderate propaganda that
has been shoveled out to the masses from
the Democratic and Republican National
Conventions and an electorate, which is
heavily polarized and unwavering, there
has to be an objective approach to this already tumultuous election for voters—the
issues themselves.
For the record whenever I refer to the
word "issues," I'm talking about those issues that somehow the media conglomer-

ates have gobbled up like little kids eating
pizza at Chuck E. Cheese's.
The most ambiguous and often used
word in a campaign is the word leadership.
When people say that they prefer the incumbent, in this case G.W., to the challenger because he has proven leadership,
I sometimes wonder what they meant by
that. Are they referring to his ability to be
articulate in both orchestrated and impromptu discussions? It's obvious that he
is not, and Tucker Carlson can testify to
that.
One issue that should be scrutinized by
voters is the issue of healthcare. That's right,
healthcare! For the past four years,
healthcare has been going into a gradual tailspin in this country and the real-life implications will hit the everyday, okay-credit, oil
consuming Americans hard, if we don't come
clean with thefacts. Such as the fact that over
the past four years, more than one million
Americans have been denied a sufficient
employer-based healthcare plan.
With 4000 hospitals nationwide with an
annual markup reaching 200%, the babyboomers imminent retirement and the burden it will put on the medicare and social
security system, the next question that should
be assessed is which candidate's proposals
will help the most Americans and in the best
way.

Another issue that needs to be looked over
with a fine-tooth comb is the ongoing problem of worldwide terrorism. That's right, it
is not a war on terrorism, but more realistically what can we do to prevent the terror
plots from materializing. With an incumbent
that took it upon himself to engage a war
with two countries, one of them having
turned into a quagmire based on no evidence
and all ideology, a voter must question, how
are we safer today?
According to the incumbent we are safer
today, but how can you explain that states
like Wyoming receive more Homeland Security funding per capita than New York, one
of two states that has been the direct target
of two horrible terrorist attacks?
If we are safer, why are only 40% of
the nation's major seaports equipped with
x-ray equipment, not to mention only 10
percent ofall cargo containers that get into
the country are thoroughly searched? So,
as voters, should we stay with an incumbent that has made Americans safer only
in America, and not in the rest of the
world?
Another issue that needs to be addressed
by the voting mass is the plight of education in this country. The fact is that with
the No Child Left Behind Act, many
schools throughout the country spend below the national average per student in

their school districts. Not to mention that
the act does not specifically answer the
problem of getting more minorities into the
halls of higher education.
The last issue that is just as important
as healthcare is the economy and the deficit that can only serve as a detriment to its
health much the same way a set of firestone
tires would hinder a Ford Explorer's safety
on the road. It is these current problems
and their possible solutions that need to
be looked at carefully, and most importantly not be spun by campaign mangers
so that they reflect some old rich man's
inability to speak the truth on a situation,
even when presented with unarguable evidence of the contrary.
There is only one truth to a subject, and
hopefully the upcoming debates will make
this statement true. That at the end of the
day, if we do not demand the information
and the answers from our government that
are essential for a process that is by the
people and for the people, then we might
as well turn in our clothes for red arm
bands, tan shirts, and start learning the
goose-step.

David Byrd is a junior political science
major. Send comments and feedback to
byrdd@ seattleu.edu
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Security Reports
9/13 CPS Takes Photograph of Local's 'Art'
At approximately 8 am CPS staff responded to a report by a Grounds Staff person
of graffiti found on a conerete retaining wall. The graffiti was done in spray paint
with the letters 'KRYMN.' The damage was photographed and reported to SPD.
The Facilities Office is cleaning the paint from the wall.

The

Sept.

Like, I'm so bad a** Ibe criniin'right now with

my spray can ?

9/13 Don't Mess With Our CPS
At approximately 5:55 pm CPS staffreceived a report of a laptop commuter theft
and other belongings taken in the past few minutes from a student in the School of
Law. CPS and SPD interviewed the victim who also reported she may have seen
the suspect. The description the
student gave was watched for by
Law School members and Campus
Public Safety officers. On Thursday (9/16) CPS staff contacted a
person of interest who had entered
Sullivan Hall. The suspect had
stolen cell phones and other items
from the Law School victim and
other persons residing in the Capitol
Hill area. The suspect was arrested
s
JL
and booked into King County Jail.

k

W

Breaking alt the laws, surrounded
by future la wyers ?

9/17 Oh...Just a False
Alarm
At approximately 10:20 PM CPS
received a resident room smoke
detection trip. CPS staff responded
and found the room detector had
been hit with a shoe box by
occupants in the room. The system
was cleared and CPS staff cleared.
What were they doing hitting
things with a shoe box anyway?

9/18 A Locked Dp Bike is not Always a Safe Bike
At approximately 11:45 pm CPS staff took a report from a resident who found her
cable lock on her bike had been cut and her bike taken. The bike was described as
metallic blue Trek bike, valued at approximately $250.00.
/

didn't know bikes thatpricey came in metallic blue...

9 /19 Sometimes it Hurts to Look this G00d...
At approximately 5:30 pm CPS staff received a report of a student who had been
slightly burned when a curling iron fell against her arm. CPS staff evaluated the
injury and provided first aid to the victim's injury.
That is just too painful to makefun

of.

9/21 Chairs Roll on to Bigger and Better Things
At approximately 1 pm CPS staff received a report of two rolling chairs missing
from a computer lab. The chairs were noticed missing by a faculty member who
reported it to an IT staff member. The chairs arc described as red in color and
have rollers.
/

wonder if they joined the Brave Little Toaster.

9/24 Watch For Fallen...Shelves?
At approximately 11 pm CPS staff on patrol discovered shelving in a lab had
fallen from the wall and dropped numerous lab items onto the floor. Damage
primarily was limited to the walls and shelves.

All sorts

of inanimate objects acting up these days.

9/24 Alcohol in Campion Hall (hey, that rhymes!)
At approximately 11:30 pm CPS staff were notified of a student getting sick in the
rest room and possibly heavily intoxicated. A Seattle Fire Aid unit was dispatched
and the victim was transported to a local hospital to be monitored for possible
alcohol poisoning. The student was cleared from the hospital in the morning and
returned to campus with a university staff person.
.

Seriously, let's keep the festivities to a minimum. College is fun, yo, but not
worth u bad hospital experience.

30,2004

Academic Day: Introduction
to consumption awareness
away our ability to be simple, to endure or to
be individualistic."
As a result of co-option, Jha believes that
surrender their own thoughts to those
people
so
"Live simply
others may simply live"
of the mass media.
words spoken by Gandhi and a philoso"Today we are so saturatedby this co-opted
phy that corresponds with this year's Acaculture of 'c001'... It's an impoverishment
demic Day. "Engaging Justice: Consumpof our public sphere, our ideas. If we laugh
tion and Poverty" was introduced and discussed with freshmen through film, speech, too easily at the 24-hour-long pre-packaged
and a small group dialogue Sept. 20 at the humor in sitcoms, we hand over the development of our own sense of humor; if we
Connolly Center. Sonora Jha, assistant prodevelop our politics
fessor of communibased
on the sound
ads that
cation, and Cecile "You
bites
of
Jay Leno, we
Andrews, adjunct
develop little political
professor of society,
if we get
perspective;
justice and culture
our
adrenalin
rush
both addressed these
from
even
to
TV
reality
issues to the large
we
seek
hardly
shows,
crowd last week.
us
challenge; and, if we
Not just a theme for
derive joy from things
Academic Day, the
in plastic
packaged
controversial issue
our
and
for
in plastic,
paid
of "Consumption
we
have
hardly
and Poverty" will be
to
to
or joy at all." known
explored all year
Andrews, the secthrough academic to be
ond speaker, also adsalons.
Sonora Jha, assistant-prodressedAmerican conAmerican consumerism, focusing on
sumerism and its affessor OF COMMUNICATION
the advantages of livfect on quality of life
ing a more simple
was first introduced to students through a
and less consumerist life.
short video titled "The Overspent Ameri"Simplicity is not taking everything away.
can," created by Boston College professor
It's
learning how to be happy. We lead the
Juliet Schor. Her film showed how, even
world
in adolescent suicides. We give Prozac
though technology has improved Americans'
to
children.
We are not happy, even with all
lives for decades, Americans work just as
the
have."
things
we
much if not more than they did in the

Canda Harbaugh
News Editor

-

KRYMN, Ci vilian, Criinin

Spectator

-

will find
talk about concepts like

simplicity, endurance,
individualism,

sell

mass-produced,
assembly-line products
that take away
ability
be simple, endure
individualistic."

-

-

-

-

fifties and sixties. It explained how increased industry creates more work hours,
which increase income and consumer spending, which, in turn, create more industry and
more work hours. No matter how much
money Americans make, they are always
spending over their budget, and must work
more to compensate for it.
Foster Boone, freshman mechanical engineering major, agreed with Schor in his
orientation group after the Academic Day
presentations.
"We work for comfort but in order to gain
more comfort, we work more. In Europe,
people don't have that mentality. They live
a little simpler. They work less and tone
down their consumerism a little. You've got
to know when to say when."
Jha elaborated on the film's topic, discussing the media's role in consumerism and
poverty, in her address titled "Consumption
and the Collective 'Cool': Mass Media Influence on Culture and Choice."
"The media has become so central to our
culture, its logos are so deeply imprinted
upon our culture, upon our consciousness,"
said Jha.
Jha believes this is unhealthy "Because
when we give [media] an omnipresence,
when we give it so much power over our
routines and choices, it takes away from
other kinds of mediations, otherkinds ofnegotiations, other kinds of dialogue that are
so, so important to our lives."
According to Jha, the media urges us to
buy products we don't need and, more disturbingly, tells us how to think and feel about
different concepts, impoverishing our quality of life.
"Co-option is when someone borrows our
ideas, ideais and values and uses them, with
maybe a wink and a nudge, to make us pay
for a product that begins to signify that idea,
value or ideal," said Jha. "You will find ads
that talk about concepts like simplicity, endurance, even individualism, to sell us massproduced, assembly-line products that take

According to Andrews, Americans have

become more consumer-orientated and less
people-orientated.
"Consumerism makes us care about things
more than people. We work so hard all day
for our things that when we get home, we
don't want to socialize. We want to sit in
front of the TV and veg."
Andrews challenges the notion that more
money will make us happier because money
doesn't satisfy our hunger for relationships.
"What we are really lacking are warm, supportive, caring relationships. Success is not
about getting more, but about caring more."
Angelo Angus-DePaolo, senior marketing
major and freshman orientation advisor, believes that a person doesn't have to have everything to be comfortable.
"I have a TV so I can watch all my favorite shows; it's just not a big screen TV. And
I have a car so I can drive to school and see
my friends, but I don't have a Mercedes.
There's a middle ground, I think, that people
want to meet."
If we, as Americans, are giving up our
thoughts and decisions to the media, or are
allowing ourselves to be consumed by consumption, Jha says we are not condemned to
continue doing so.
"We are not victims [to the media and
consumption]... There is great power to being a consumer. We can say, 'If it'smy dollar
that you're after, then, do as I say.'"
Jha believes that if we truly want to change
the way things are, we need to put in a good
effort.
"Most importantly, if we decide that we
will reduce our consumption and our dependence on the media, and lead simpler lives,
let's not do it as token gesture. Let's truly
educate ourselves about why we are doing
it, so we may find alternatives, not just for
ourselves, but for whole societies."
Watch out for academic salons coming soon!

"The Chicano Experience" with Gabriella
Gutierrez y Muhs, PhD. on Oct. 12
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Cardinal Kasper A warded Honorary Degree:
Lifetime promotion of reiigous unity recognized by Seattle University
Thomas Martinell

Staff Writer
If you were wondering why secret service men were running around Campion last Monday, Sept. 27, it was because
Cardinal Walter Kasper paid SU a visit. Seattle University
awarded an honorary doctorate in humanities to Cardinal
Kasper in recognition for his work in promoting interfaith
dialogue and Christian unity. Members of different denominations and religious organizations, along with students, professors, and members ofSU administration, were present to
witness this special event held in Campion Ballroom.
Alexander J. Brunett, Archbishop of Seattle, gave the invocation and welcome. After the opening formalities, several ofCardinal Kasper's colleges in interfaith relations gave
addresses in honor and gratitude toward the Cardinal for his
life work. These included Rev. Jack Sullivan, Jr., regional
minister and president, NW region of the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ); Dr. Marcia Patton, executive director
of the Evergreeen American Baptist Association; and Fr.
Daniel G. Conklin, Associate Director ofthe Epiphany Episcopal Parish of Seattle.
Fr. Conklin gave his speech in both English and Cardinal
Kasper's native language, German.
"Through you," Fr. Conklin began, addressing Cardinal
Kasper, "I learned that humanism begins locally where one
begins."
Followed by the address of Fr. Conklin, President Steven
V. Sunbourg S.J., Ph.D. came forward to award Cardinal
Kasper with an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters.
Cardinal Kasper is the current president of the Pontifical
Council for Promoting Christian Unity and leads the Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews. Under his
leadership, the Council has been active in engaging in theological dialogue with numerous religious organizations.
Cardinal Kasper is often quoted as saying, "There can be
no peace in the world without peace between the world religions."
The theme ofCardinal Kasper's speech was unity and iden-

tity.
"The question of identity is perhaps the main question for
a university, for everybody must know who he or she is, where

he or she has come from, what he or
she wants to stand for and what he or
she must do," Cardinal Kasper declared.
Cardinal Kasper warned against the
trappings of fundamentalism but also
addressed the problems of relativism
and indifference expounding that the
aim of all cultural, religious and academic traditions must be to promote
the truth.
"Just as relativism and indifference
is a community without truth, fundamentalism is truth without community," explained Cardinal Kasper.
"Our students must be able to give
witness to their faith but, at the same
time, must give respect to the view of
others."
Following Casper's remarks, The
Seattle University Consort Singers
gave a beautiful presentation of the
Adonai Ro'l Echsar, a song in Hebrew
based on the twenty-third Psalm. It
was later praised by Senior Rabbi
James Mires of the Temple B'nai ToReverend Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. says a few words
rah, during his presentation of a Hebrew Bible to Cardinal Kasper. Also before presenting an honorary degree to Cardinal Waiter
among the presenters were Joan Kasper for his efforts in negotiating peace between world
Staples, a Theology and Religious religions.
studies major at SU and Rev. Wm.
Chris Boerger bishop of the NW Washington Synod of the gether, and to manifest the religious values oflove and peace."
For Father Sundborg, it was a very profound event.
Evangelical Lutheran Church ofAmerica.
A reception followed the ceremony where students, pro"I was so proud as president. This was a great opportunity
fessors and delegates of various religious organizations for Seattle University to show its Catholic character possimingled together and celebrated the concepts of unity and bly the highlight of the year."
mutual respect.
Nick Coffman, junior philosophy major and member of
When asked about her reaction to Cardinal Kasper's words, the Consort Singers, commented, "I think [Cardinal Kasper]
Erin Foran, sophomore honors student and member of SU's exemplifies the desire of the Roman Catholic Church to iniConsort Singers, was very enthusiastic and hopeful.
tiate a loving dialogue with all of God's people. He's a wit"I think that what he stressed is very important in a time ness to the Truth that God's love is greater than any human
barrier and I'm grateful to sing for that."
when the world needs community and people working to-

Orientao

Freshman

Freshman orientation kicked
offon Friday, Sept. 17 with
the annual Orientation
Advisers' Cabaret (top left).
Non-freshman unsuccessfully
attempted to sneak in, as it is
one of the most loved orientation events. On Saturday,
Aveo (top right,) headlined the
Orientation Concert and the
last major event was beautifully performed by Jet City
Improv. (bottom left and
right/
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Music subscription service a possibility for SU
viding legal downloading subscription services have formed

Tamara Shkurkin
A&E Editor

To

Fowler and Hernandez see this as advantageous to all parties involved. The companies interested in providing the service would have access to the 7,000 plus Seattle University
students that would be eligible for the program, not to menSeattle University is presently in the process of collecting tion staff and faculty who would be able to also subscribe.
Seattle University would benefit by implementing such a
pricing information on music downloading programs.
Fowler agrees that in price comparison, "None can comprogram because if the institution provides an alternative to
pete with free, but there is a
illegal activity, their accountthreshold that must be reached
ability and liability is greatly
can
where it is easier just to pay the
decreased. Additionally, it
is a
must
fee than deal with all of the
would be students themselves
hassles of downloading music
a monthly premium or
paying
it is easier
to
illegally."
per song base price, not the
In previous years SU has
university paying for the acmade their position very clear
tual music. Hernandez addimusic
to
the
of
downloadillegality
tionally discussed download
as
music,
but
this
incentives within prospective
ing copyrighted
is the first year that an alternamusic services, such as the
Fowler, Chief information officer possibility of tiered pricing,
tive is being seriously considered.
where the more music you
Jason Hernandez, director ofnetwork services, said, "This download, the cheaper the song price.
Seattle University students would be the audience to whom
project is a priority of IT this quarter, but the implementation
of a service may be a year out. This summer is when we a subscription service would be the most beneficial. With
would probably get to the project, and hopefully we will sign the expulsion of the DC++ file-sharing program from the
dorm networks last year many students were left with no file
a discount agreement before then."
Hernandez discussed his interest in involving student orsharing programs, legal or illegal. Subscription to a legal
ganizations in selecting a program, and referred to the possimusic-downloading program would provide an outlet for
bility of entering into a preferred pricing deal similar to the similar entertainment acquisition, and though it will cost a
one Seattle University already has with Dell computers.
nominal fee, this time the music will be shared with a clear
conscious.
contracts with numerous schools already, and many more
are in discussions with programs such as Rhapsody to provide programs to students.

some college students, music is as essential as oxygen. Some take this analogy even further, believing
that, like the air they breathe, such an essential aspect oflife should be free. The comparison stops here, for no
one has ever been taken to court on charges of breathing free
air.
The use of downloading programs such as Kazaa are still
as popular as ever, with many music down loaders believing
that though their peers may have suffered severe penalties,
there are so many committing similar illegal acts the potential for consequence is insubstantial. The issue becomes more
complicated when the individuals in question are college students, for then the university network and administration
could potentially be held liable.
Jim Fowler, Chief Information Officer at Seattle University said Seattle University makes it clear that file sharing is
against the rules. "It's in the handbook, the acceptance use
policy, and we handed it to freshman on a green sheet," said
Fowler. He also added, "Though we don't always agree with
the RIAA [Recording Industry Association of America], it's
the law."
Universities across the nation are not condoning the fact
that their students continue to download music despite threats
of serious repercussions. Instead, the problem is beginning
to be addressed through legal alternatives. Companies pro-

"None
compete with free, but
there
threshold that
be
reached where
just
pay the fee than deal with all of the
hassles of downloading

illegally."

Jim

Resident halls make major improvements
Canda Harbaugh
News Editor
Last year, butcher-paper signs
plastered the walls ofresident halls,

urging students to fill out emailed
resident surveys. Housing and
Resident Life wanted students' input so badly that they enticed dorm
residents with prizes like a gift cer-

Smith. "It costs students about forty
tificate to Starbucks or a new DVD year," said De Bruhl. "The complayer. All they had to do was computer lab in Campion was moved dollars a month."
While this is much cheaper, rates
plete the survey and win the drawfrom the first floor to the twelfth
ing. Some wonder ifanything ever and is the first step in the creation for residence halls increased
became of their complaints.
of the Campion education center, slightly this year and a small
Scott Smith, director of housing scheduled to be completed next amount of that money, says Smith,
paid for students' "free cable."
and residence life can answer that summer."
The resident halls have also imquestion.
Faster Internet connection in the
as a result of more academic
proved
"Last year seventy percent of studorms, as well as campus-wide, is
dents responded to our [resident] also a new benefit residents can take residential communities (ARCs).
These are special floors, such as the
survey. This gave us a lot of good advantage of.
feedback of students' concerns
"The Internet band on campus art floor or simplicity and
sustainability floor.
about study space, computer serand in resident halls is much big"We have double the ARCs this
vice, cable, Internet, and interaction ger this year," said Jim Fowler,
year than we had last year,"
with others. We tried to
said Smith. "Thirty-four peraddress the major concerns
easier
to
cent of residents are actively
of students the best we
now
participating in them, which
could in one year."
better interaction with
The list of improvements
an creates
one another."
to residence halls this year
Also, as a directresult ofthe
at
a
is long, but what stands out extra
resident
hall association
the most is Bellarmine's
in
visitation
hours have
(RHA),
new educational center.
been
lengthened. Last year,
With the effort of Housing
Scott Smith, director of
students
were not allowed to
and Resident Life, Student
HOUSING AND RESIDENT LIFE
have
a
of the opposite
person
Development, Construcsex
their
room
in
past midtion and Facilities Planning, and Inchiefinformation officer at IT. "It's
formation Technology Bellarmine's now a 40-megabyte pipe and has night or before ten o'clock in the
morning on weekdays, even if the
basement has been redesigned.
better network performance."
door was open and students were
"We created a whole new space
Also, according to Fowler, stuinvolved
in a group study.
said
Smith.
"It
has
in Bellarmine,"
dents' computers are better pro"Some
students expressed cona new computer lab and multimetected from viruses.
cern
over
visitation
hours in the surdia projector capabilities. There is
"This year we invested money in
veys," said Smith. "It's easier for
a multipurpose study lounge and a newer system called Perfigo
three smaller conference rooms."
Cleanmachine. Last year we turned students to study now that visitaSteve De Bruhl, projects manager offthe Internet to residences' rooms tion hours have been extended an
ofconstruction at SU, describes the until they brought their computer extra hour at night and a couple
purpose of this new area.
down and proved to us they used hours in the morning."
Another improvement to theresi"The space was designed to prothe disk to get the system. This year
dent halls, according to Smith, is
vide Bellarmine residents with a the system won't allow them to ac"The RHA office is in a more acplace where they can gather for socess the Internet unless their macial and meeting activities, study in chine has all the components. It cessible and visible space this year."
The RHA office is no longer hidgroups, and provide a state of the will enforce people to keep upden
in the Campion basement, but
art computer and classroom facildated on all the new viruses. We
on
the
main floor where students
ity."
paid for it; we just want students to
Bellarmine is not the only resican
more
easily stop by and bring
use it."
or concerns. RHA is a
suggestions
dent hall that will get a face-lift.
Some students may have noticed
student-run
that sponorganization
is
its
first
of
in
Campion
phase
that, along with newer technology,
events,
sors
resident
hall
lismany
center,
an
educational
and
building
the halls now provide free cable.
tens
to
hall
gets
councils,
Xavier will be next.
and
poliWell almost free.
cies changed if need be.
"This new resident hall model [in
"We save the students a tremenBellarmine] is the first in the series. dous amount of money. We buy
Similar facilities for Campion and cable in bulk and it only costs us
See DORMS, Page 7
Xavier are to follow within the next about eight dollars a month," said

for students

"It's

study

that visitation
hours have been extended
hour night and
couple hours the morning."

-
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ADDITIONS (Continuedfrom Page 6)
"Our office is smaller, but now we have
our own storage area and a shared conference room and a kitchen area," said RHA
president and senior civil engineering major, Vallerie Tokumoto.
RHA shares theirkitchen and conference
room with housing and resident life's new
central office, moved from Bellarmine.
"The new office location in Campion provides a more spacious location for housing
and resident life to work with and serve the
student," said De Bruhl.
There are a number of other improvements, such as new paint, carpet, and mattresses, which are just a part of up-keep,
but are enjoyed by students, none-the-less.
"I appreciate the freshly painted walls
and new carpet," said sophomore English
major, Brandi Ybarra. "Free cable is pretty
nice too."
A little work is done on each resident hall
every summer so that things don't have to
be completely redone all at once.
"We're using a life-cycle plan where each
summer we put new carpet down and paint
the walls of a number of floors," said Brian
Gould, assistant director of housing and
residence life.
Surveys will be conducted again this
year, and if residents want more positive
changes, they should participate.
Says Smith: "We'll be conducting the
resident survey again this November, so I
would encourage everyone to respond. It
is the best way for us to get student input."

News
7
New center centralizes service activities
Canda Harbaugh
News Editor

Service

and social justice are words that
are heard over and over again at Se
attle University. There are a number
of programs dedicated to these ideas, scattered across campus and throughout the city,
but never was there a central location for students to go to learn how to serve their community until now.
The new center for service, located in the
Student Center Pavilion, serves many purposes, all of which are related to service work.
"The center will help faculty who teach service-learning classes, create better relationships with community organizations, and coordinate all volunteerprograms on campus,"
said Kent Koth, director of the center for service.
Service-learning classes, or in-service
classes, are courses that require students to
volunteer a certain amount of hours over the
quarter.
"There are 14 service-learning courses offered this quarter," saidKoth. "Teachers invite service organizations to come and present
andjiopefully they'll get a call from students
who are interested."
-

INTEGRATING FAITH
AND REASON IN THE

There have been a number of
positive new changes (or
changes-in-progress) throughout the entire campus. Here's
a list, just to name a few.

IT
In phase two of the "student
portal," which will be a more
organized and convenient set of

SU webpages. Students will be
able to log onto computers once
to access the internet, suonline,
and their email account. Also,
commuter students can download
the anti-virus program from the
help desk website for free.
Classrooms
Sixteen more classrooms have

technology (ceiling mounted
with an LCD projector and
podium with a computer, dvd and
vhs capabilities).
The Administration building
revamped a number of its
classrooms with new lighting,
blinds, carpet, and dry erase
boards.
Library
New online catalog, which gives
users direct access to Journal,
Video and Electronic Resources
collections, ability to login to
your library account and renew
and place holds on "checked out"
items, and ability to search the
combined catalog of the Lemieux
Library and SU Law Library
Miscellaneous
Students can check their meal
plan balance and put money on
their meal plan the same way
they put money on their card for
laundry.

Victoria Rucker, community partnership roles of the center is to help these individuprogram director, serves as a liaison between als corroborate."
faculty, students, and community organizaWhen asked what the goals for the center
tions.
for service are, Koth responded, "Our over"I contact community partners, line them all goal is to expand the amount of service
up, and make a fit for faculty and what their and justice activities occurring at Seattle Unicourse is about."
versity. We also want to ensure the highest
The center for service also helps students quality of those activities while remaining atwho want to do community service out of tentive to addressing real community needs."
class.
Koth believes there is a community ser"If you are a first-year student or you just vice program for every student.
don't know about what service programs are
"Everyone has something they can learn.
out there, you can come here and receive Everyone has something they can give
advice about where to go," explains Koth. through involvement, service and justice
"You can talk to someone and tell them what work."
you're interested in, and they will help you
The center for service is operated by four
find a program you are interested in."
full-time staff members, but they have ten
Koth says the center will periodically have part-time Americorps slots open for students.
its own service projects, but asserts that there
"Students would do 450 hours of service
are many already on campus.
and receive 1,250 dollars [towards education]
"There is a tremendous amount of social at the end of the term," said Koth. "They
and justice work already occurring throughwill work some hours here at the center staffout Seattle University. For example, dozens ing the information desk for students, but
of students are engaged in social justice work mostly, they will work in the community."
through campus ministry, over a hundred stuKoth urges those who are interested to apdents are involved in community service ply soon. Applications can be found at the
work study, and numerous graduate programs center for service and are due by this Wedneshave required service and justice activities day.
as a part of their curriculum. One of the key
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of St. Thomas School of Law
provides a foundation of service and leadership
as it integrates faith and reason
in the search for truth.
Located in the heart of Minneapolis;
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SOME OF SEATTLE'S GEMS
DISCOVER
Information compiled
by Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor
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Taste the World
The Chinatown-International District is one
of the oldest neighborhoods in Seattle. Rich
in history and culture, the area offers delectable restaurants, unique specialty shops

Source: Chinatown-International District
Website.

/

/

Enjoy a great ride on the George Benson Waterfront Streetcar Line. This 1927 vintage trolley takes passengers through
the International District Pioneer Square and various recreational waterfront activities.
Source: King County Metro.

and historical exhibits.
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Photos by William Hurd
Photo Editor
The Art Sentinel
The Seattle Art Museum offers an impressive collection of more than 21, 000 objects, including Old Master paintings,
African masks, and contemporary Northwest Art, The Hammering Man, one of
numerous hammering man sculptures
around the world, guards the entrance of
the museum.
Source: Seattle Art Museum Website.

Dressing Up
Appealing to hip-hop
lovers, metal leads, touring bands, Capitol Hill
crazies and everyone in
between, Atl< 3S is one stop
shopping at i s best, Carrying new labe s like Stussy,
Fred Perry and Adidas
along with a wide variety
ot retro 70s and 80s casual
wear, Atlas has something
for everyone.
Review: Tama a Shkurkin,
A&E Editor.

Hading a little
curious?

For over 100 years this
trinket shop has offered
some of the most fascinating gifts visitors will
ever see. From two mummified bodies to authentic shrunken heads from
Ecuador, it has been a
main attraction on the
waterfront since it officially opened as a museum of natural wonders.
Review: Meyling SiuMiranda, Features Editor.

The Safe
Safeco Field, home of the Seattle Mariners, combines the
traditional and the modern in baseball field design. The stadium is famous for its retractable roof, which slides into place
in just 20 minutes.
Source: Safeco Website.
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SPORT
International competitor brings Tae Kwon Do to SU
10

foot technique called poom-se. Through the other people.
Whizar feels an SU student may gain
practice of these activities a practitioner of
greater self-confidence, self-motivation, a
Tae Kwon Do seeks to promote self-discihealthier lifestyle, and a great outlet to repline, physical fitness and mind-body coorLast year, a new club was introduced to
lieve stress ifthey participate in the TaeKwon
dination.
SU students, offering them the opportunity
The competitive sport aspect known as Do Club.
to become involved in a sport that is gaining
Charisse Arce, a sophomoremarketing mafree-sparing involves two competitors wearpopularity, Tae Kwon Do.
compete jor at SU who participated in the club last
armor.
ing
padded
body
They
Tatiana Whizar who is the founder, presiagainst one another in a refereed fight and year said that she really enjoyed participatdent, and the head instructor of theTae Kwon
ing and
scoring is calculated on
Do club at SU began practicing Tae Kwon
apprecia point system based on
Do at an early age when her local commua t e d
clean blows to the midnity began sponsoring classes near her home
Tatiana's
section or to the head
in Tijuana, Mexico.
enthusi(kicks
only). Although
"My dad told me to do it because I was an
asm.
free-sparing is a full conenergetic little girl," said Whizar.
"You
tact sport, it is regulated
For many like Whizar, Tae Kwon Do is not
could
with strict guidelines
just a sport, but also a way of life. She dejust be
that are designed to proscribes it as an "awesome way of living."
yourself
tect both fighters from
The modern version of ancient Korean
and not
injury. Physical injury to
Martial Arts, Tae Kwon Do is recognized not
hold
is
one's opponent
only for its physical conditioning, but for the
back,"
strongly discouraged
philosophy that emphasizes self control, persaid
blood
and drawing
can
severance, indomitable spirit, etiquette, and
Arce.
lead to disqualification.
modesty.
Arce
Having practiced for
ttll—
:■
Combining various hand and foot techPhotoCourtes y° fwwwmar,ialsPorts net describes
thirteen
and
teachyears
Tatiana Whizar
niques, Tae Kwon Do is an artistic discipline
a time
she
for
three
ing
years
self-defense
that offers physical conditioning,
mastered
that
technique
when
she
a
finally
as
of
the
internationally
part
has
competed
training, and competition. This artistic discihad been very challenging for her, "When you
Mexican Junior National Team.
pline exists in two aspects: a traditional MarWhen asked about starting a Taekwondo work at something and see the progress, that
tial Art and a competitive sport.
club
at SU Whizar explains, "My goal was is really exciting," Arce explains.
The main features of Tae Kwon Do as a
Taekwondo has recently gained much
to
the sport... because it has given
promote
Martial Art include drills in hand and foot
me so much I felt the need to pass it on to popularity due to its status as a competitive
technique and patterned routines ofhand and

Thomas Martinell
Staff Writer
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Volleyball star hitting on all cylinders
those numbers every night," she said.
This season Sommerman leads the
Redhawks team, with an average of
3.77 kills per game. In a recent match
Junior, Sarah Sommerman, a finance
Cal State Humboldt, she had a
against
major at SeattleUniversity, has become
team
11 kills. This not just a
leading,
a huge force to be reckoned with on
rather something that
feat,
one
time
but
the volleyball court.
has been consistent
who
Sommerman,
withher since the berecruited
as
a
was first
ginning of the seamiddle hitter, has now
son. She also has set
become an outside hitter,
many individual
which seems to be a betmatch highs for herter fit for her because a
selfthis season.
recent online blurb deSommermanwho
scribed her as "unstopplaying volhasbeen
pable." Sommerman
since
junior
leyball
agrees to some extent.
in
high
grew
up
"Iknow I make errors,
Kent,
She
WA.
I am not unstoppable by
played volleyball
any means. I know there
throughout high
are a lot of people in this
Sarah
Sommerman
school and then
conference putting up

Megan Peter
Staff Writer

chose to come to SU, not only for the
convenience of being near home, but
also to join the new volleyball program.
Many students may feel over-

whelmed by playing a sport along with
the normal college life, but not
Sommerman.
"There are so many great things about
playing sports in college. You come and
you don'tknow anybody at college, but
then you bond with your teammates,
creating wonderful friendships."
Free time is something that
Sommerman does not have a lot of, in
between traveling for games, practices,
classes, and being a freshmen mentor
for the Albers' School of Business.
"I like to be busy. When I am not
busy lam bored. I'd rather be doing
something. So having practice everyday, traveling, and doing those kinds of
things keeps me happy."

af

sport in the Olympic Games since 2000 in
Sydney, Australia. Whizarattributes much of
this popularity to American Steven Lopez.
Lopez is a two-time Olympic Gold Medallist and current World Champion.
Participating in the Olympics is a lifelong
goal for Whizar who recently embarked on
a weekend trip to Texas to train with Lopez's
team at the Elite Taekwondo Center in Houston. She is also currently preparing to compete in the Mexican National Taekwondo
Championships in San Luis Potosi in October.
Despite her enthusiasm for the recent
popularity of the sport, Whizar still emphasizes the importance of the art aspect of
Taekwondo.
"When I was young I was a martial artist,
now I'm a competitor, I'm trying to get back
to being a martial artist through teaching and
training for another (belt) degree."
Whizar's plans for the Tae Kwon Do club
this upcoming school year, include making belt
testing and opportunities to compete available
to students, hold demonstrations at the school,
and have the club attend a local tournament.
Whizar intends to hold club meetings three
times a week this upcoming year, which are
to take place in the Connolly Center. Her
words for anyone interested in the club are,
"If you want to have fun, get some time
off from school and get involved Martial
Arts, come to the club."

SU Crew Club
back and
ready-to-row
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Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
The SU Crew club has
started their season this fall
with many new recruits and a
few returning members from
last year. The team starts practice on Monday in preparation
for the Frostbite Regatta on
Nov. 13 at Green Lake. Returning this year with nine
years ofrowing under his belt
is coach Chris Mueller.
Mueller has divided the team
into an advanced and beginner team.
Mueller conducted two
meetings for prospective rowers last Monday and Wednesday. He hopes that the enthusiasm that was apparent at the
meetings will continue
throughout the year. The crew
season starts in October and
continues through April. Although the regattas kick off in
April, the team continues to
train and practice throughout

the winter.
The team does most of their ■
training at the Lake Union Row- I
ing Club, about three miles from I
campus. The advanced team |
practices there in the mornings |
from six to eight while the begin- |
ner team conducts their training ■
in the afternoons, Monday ■
through Wednesday.
Mueller also emphasized that
the crew club does not follow
NCAA rules and regulations. So ■
if you are a student at SU, you I
can row, whether you are a fresh- I
man or a second-year law stu- |
dent.
If you are interested in rowing I
for the club this year, you can i
at ■
contact
Mueller
.

J

CMIJELLER@ACITEAM.COM.
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J

FOSTER COMMONS
Your home located minutes to Schools
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The first practice for all newcomers is on Monday at the Lake
'
Union Rowing Club. All those
who need a ride to practice must I
meet at Bellarmine circle at 5:45 I
in the evening. Remember, you'll |
probably be working out so wear |
proper gear and a smile.

2 Bedroom Apartment Homes start at $745
Covered Private Patio

/

Deck

Washer Dryer
Spacious Closets
&

Private Storage
5700 S. 129th St.
Seattle, WA 98178
(206) 772-0490
Fax (206) 772-2236
fostercommons@dmcimail.com
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Beyond Redhawks: A
look at local sports
Loni Johnson
Copy Editor

Another Move for Lou?

Bve-Bve Papi
At 41, Edgar Martinez is preparing to enter retirement at the
end ofthis season. He hasbeen
playing with the Mariners for
18 years (his entire MLB career). To commemorate his retirement, Martinez's number
11 will be retired at Safeco
Field. He also has graciously
received a plaque from the
Anaheim Angels to honor his
career.
Many fans have been working together to rename Atlantic
Street (which runs along thefirst
baseline at SafecoField between
Ist Avenue and 4th Avenue)
Edgar Martinez Way and this
Courtesy ot SeattleMariners.corr
change couldbe effective as early
Edgar watches one fly
as next month.
In 1987, Martinez began his

REDHAWKS
SPORTS
CALENDAR

Seahawks are HOT
Despite last year's road woes, the Seattle Seahawks are
off to an excellent start again this season, shutting out the
San Francisco 49ers Sunday 34-0, leaving them 3-0 for
the season. Seahawks ran for a total 374 yards, capitalizing on San Francisco's four turnovers. RB Shaun
Alexander had two running and one passing touchdown
with the help of QB Matt Hasselbeck.
Hasselbeck also threw a touchdown pass to TE Itula
Mili in the third to solidify the Seahawk's win.
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With a record of62-96, the Mariners have no hopes ofmaking the playoffs. They can only hope at this point to not loose
100 games.
On a more positive note, with four games left in the season,
Ichiro has continued to keep his fans happy with his amazing
at-bats. Ichiro only needs three more hits to officially break
Hall ofFame player George Sisler's 1920 record of 257 hits,
the most ever in one season. Aside from this feat, there is already talk ofIchiro being awarded this year's American League
MVP Award, due to a season average of .374 with 669 at bats.

'

i

to hold (or even create) a lead this entire season.

.

For those of you who are still following the Seattle Mari-

ners, you are aware that ithas been almost impossible for them

On another note, the Tampa Bay Devil Rays have been
denying rumors that Lou Piniella (Ex-Mariner coach) will
be leaving to join the New York Mets, who will have an
open coaching position at the end of this season. After a
disappointing season (66-87 this weekend), the Devil Rays
say that they are going to bring in veteran players to help
their team next season. We can only continue to speculate
on Piniella's plans, because his agent met with the Devil
Ray's organization earlier this week, and with two years
left on his contract, what could they possibly be talking
about? It seems that Piniella's patience with baseball organizations runs very thin these days, but who could blame
him?

Women's Soccer
ship Field, 2 p.m.

@

Champion-

Men's Soccer @ Championship Field, 4 p.m.

.com

GuYS, \STbI£Ght4EMMbTOVj&?
t R£AtLY(4£2b lb WbtrrfZ

,

P£M ALT/boX...

Friday. Oct.

1

Men's Soccer @ Cal State, 7 p.m.

away!

career with the Mariners as a
third baseman, and eventually moved to the DH position for
the better part ofhis career. He is currently recognized, as one
of the greatest DH's to play baseball, so much so that the Mariners are vowing to help Martinez get into the MLB Hall of
Fame. He has batted over .300 in ten seasons, a seven-time All
Star, and two-timeAL batting champion. Martinezhas a career
average of .312 with 305 home runs and 1244 runs batted in.

Saturday. Oct. 2

*

offthemark.com
CtOO

MARK WWIBI DIST. BY Ufi, IMC

Women's Soccer @ Championship Field, 4 p.m.
Volleyball

@

Connolly Center, 7 pm

Cross Country Central Washington Invitational, TBA

IHh

Wed. October 6

9Thinking

about joining Peace Corps
but want to know more? Recruiters
wiil be at Seattle University to help you
learn more about "The Toughest Job
You'll Ever Love."
Peace Corps Info Booth
SU Student Center
2nd floor
11:00 am 1:30 pm
-

Monday. Oct.

Men's Soccer

4

Cal State
Bakersfleld, 7 p.m.
@

Wednesday. Oct. 6

Women's Soccer @ Western
Washington, 7 p.m.

Information Meeting and Q&A
SU Student Center
Room 130
3:00 4:30 pm

Thursday.

Oct. 7

-

Volleyball

7 p.m.

@

Connolly Center,
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By Anneke Cronander

Staff Writer
Aurafice- on Pine
between Boylston and
Belmont

Hil

The Aurafice Internet Cafe

work are also gothic-industrial in
nature. Seating is both indoors

Summit

Capitol

and on the sidewalk outside. A
different local artists' work is
featured each month on the walls
of the cafe. You can either take
advantage of the free wireless
connection provided or hop online for ten cents a minute on one
of the six desktops in the cafe.
Aurafice is open daily from Bam
to midnight, except Tuesdays.
Tuesday nights are ambient music night and the cafe stays open
until 2am with DJs playing until
closing. You can chat with
friends, play chess, or catch up
on local news and gossip by
reading the Stranger, Seattle
Weekly, and Tablet Magazine.

on

Cofe

Bauhaus- on the corner
of Pine and Melrose

Indep nt

Chess matches galore at this
nice little shop, with sidewalk
and indoor seating available.
Despite the fact that smoking is
not allowed inside the cafe, cigarettes are sold at the counter.
Bookshelves climb to the ceiling
on one wall and you can feel free
to read any book while you are
at the cafe. The mood is relaxed
and intellectual, welcoming three
hour plus study sessions. Also

Hurd

Wilam
Phot s

by

St.

Pine

on

Bauh s

Beautifl

ENTERTAINMENT

check out the individually wrapped hostess
cupcakes and soda sold
in glass bottles that add
unique touches to this
Capitol Hill institution.

Coffee Messiahon Olive between
Denny and

caters to the gothic-industrial
community. The music and art-

&
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Wimbledon:
a "Love"
Story....

The theme of Coffee
Messiah is "caffeine
saves." They feature
indoor and sidewalk
with
a
seating
soundtrack that is too
eclectic to attempt to
categorize. Chessboards and political discussion are regular features of this location,
with a relaxed ambiance and Wi-Fi available. On top of excellent coffee they also
serve all vegan breakfast and lunch. Make
sure to enter with an
open mind.

By Megan Peters
Staff Writer

Perkatory Cafeon the corner of
14 th and Union
Serving pastries and
Charming Caffe Vita located on Pike St.
lunch food as well as
a full espresso bar, Perkatory is a quiet
also feature rotating exhibits of local artist's
spot close to campus with a very eclectic
work. This is a nice place to go if you don't
crowd.
want to go more than three blocks off camThe staffis very friendly and this is a compus but want to support local coffee.
fortable place to do some serious reading.

Caffe Vita- on Pike between 10th
and 11 th
Closest in location to the Seattle University
campus, this
wireless hotspot
is a great place to
go for both coffee and tea lovers.
There are two
floors of indoor
seating and sidewalk seating with
a canopy to protect patrons from
the rain. The music is at the discretion of the
baristas but is
usually pretty
mellow. You often
hear
Radiohead,
Bjork, or 80's pop
flowing through
this shop. They

Top Pot- on Summit and Mercer
Not only serving a variety of coffee and
teas, Top Pot provides Seattle with doughnuts that go above and beyond anything that
Krispy Kreme could ever imagine. Hang out
for long enough at this cafe making use of
the free Wi-Fi and you just might see members of your favorite local band stop by.

Victrola- on 15 th at Republican
Cafe Victrola features both indoor and sidewalk seating. The music is diverse and the
patrons are generally young professionals and
college students. The cafe is spacious and the
baristas are friendly. It's a great place to go
for a relaxing cup of java and a very different mood just four blocks up from Broadway.

Vivaci- on Denny between Broadway and 10th
Do not expect to find drip coffee at this
cafe, just espresso drinks and specialty beverages. The staff is extremely friendly and
the decor is beautiful, the kind of cafe that is
very conducive to lingering. Also offers free
Wi-Fi.

We want Your Summer Pix!
Vacations, Family Reunions, Appropriate Festive
Occasions, Beach Pictures, Summer Jobs, Outside
Concerts, Celebrity sightings, Summer Loves, etc.!
To be used in an upcoming summer collage, for when it starts
to rain and you really need it!
Drop photos off at The Spectator Offices in Lower Campion or
send digital photos via e-mail to shkurkin@seattleu.edu.

It is not quite a "chick flick" and it
is not quite a tennis movie either; instead
it strikes a good balance between the
two. Wimbledon, starring Kirsten Dunst
and Paul Bettany, is a strong choice to
start out the fall movie season. Produced
and written by the same people who
worked on Notting Hill and Bridget
Jones'Diary, Wimbledon follows a
similar formula.
Bettany plays Peter Colt, a washedup tennis player whose 32"*' birthday
looms large, for this is the age that
usually correlates withretirement in the
tennis world. The highest he has ever
been ranked was 11th in the world, but
he is infamous for choking under
pressure. Dunst is Lizzie Bradbury, an
up and coming American women's
player. She has quite a temper, yet is still
able to back up her talk with an incredible game. Her talk is often used as a
means to psyche out her opponents. The
relationship of Bradbury and Colt starts
out casual but quickly turns serious and
majorly effects both players' games.
This of course causes the inevitable
break up of the characters, which has the
audience wondering if the movie will
take the predictable route or something
different.
While parts of the plot are similar
to other movies, the dialogue is witty and
there are many one-liners that keep the
movieirom becoming monotonous.
Probably, the best scenes of the movie
are the ones in which Bettany provides
narration during his tennis matches. It is
during this time that the audience gets a
real insight as to who Peter Colt really is.
It is also a time when Colt is able to
reflect on his game and the important
role it plays in his life.
This movie is Bettany's chance to
emerge as the romantic lead instead of
the sidekick roles he has previously
played. Seen as a supporting character in
A Knight's Tale and A Beautiful Mind,
this was a chance for Bettany to take the
lead. The film also presents a chance for
the British audience watching the movie
to see one of their own countrymen have
a good chance at winning Wimbledon; a
feat that has not occurred since the

19305.
To experienced tennis fans, do not
worry, after viewing the movie with a
true tennis devotee and expert, the
problem was that Bettany's stroke looked
more appropriate for a clay court instead
of a grass court that is used in the movie.
If that is the only flaw with the authenticity of the technical aspects of the game,
then that is not too back
Due to the wide variety of aspects
of the movie it is able to appeal to all
groups of people, from teens to their
parents, and to men and women. While
the movie did not have stellar opening
numbers, it still held its own against the
highly anticipated Sky Captain and the
World ofTomorrow, which also opened
two weekends ago.
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Gay Politics and Real World Philadelphia
trum in their openness about their sexuality.

By Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
The media has a new favorite topic: gay
culture. Television shows such as "Queer Eye
for the Straight Guy," "Will and Grace" and
"Boy Meets Boy" have flooded the market
with gay pride, making it acceptable, even
fashionable to be open about homosexuality.
Yet no show has been more groundbreaking
then the hit MTV series "Real World."
In "The Real World," we all know the
setup: "seven strangers picked to live in a
house...where people start being real." The
standard selection has usually been three
straight men, usually one of them African
American, three girls and a gay man. The
results are usually the same; they have an
awesome house, endless parties and roommate sex and drama.
This season, little has changed. "The Real
World-Philadelphia" has the same number of
people, the same awesome house and predictable drama. Yet this season there are two
gay men, each on different sides of the spec-

From the first episode it was clear that
Willie is gay. He is a flamboyant personal
shopper who sadly fits perfectly into the role
as the stereotypical gay "Real World" char-

"That straight males on
'Real World' talk about
their 'gay-dars' and the
fact that they can immediately label someone and fit
them into a category is
ridiculous"
acter. From the beginning the two straight
male characters MJ and Landon bond to-

gether in their sexuality. They plot and prepare for battle against this outspoken enemy
of their homebred opinions, and what they
believe is 'right.'
When the less obvious gay character
Karamo is introduced to the house he is

Insomniac Spots
Temple Pilots, Johnny Cash, Nine Inch Nails,
AFI, The Repo Man Soundtrack, and much
more. The food is sinfully good, but definitely
not good for a diet.

By Anneke Cronander

Staff Writer
For all the night owls on campus, you're
probably wondering if there is anywhere in
this city that you can go in the middle of the
night for some food or a cup of coffee. Here

Mini's- Ist and Denny

viewed on all sides as the 'African American
roommate.' The housemates describe him as
a 'guy's guy,' and he is quickly accepted by
the two straight men. When he comes out
quietly to Shavonda, Karamo expresses fear
of rejection from his new friends MJ and
Landon. He describes the difficulty of being
gay as well as being African American, and
how unaccepted and shunned he feels in his
community for being open about his sexuality. He struggles with the fact that the other
men in the house may not accept him if he
comes out.
Karamo blew away the stereotype of gay
television. The fact that he is so honest with
his fear and insecurity in coming out shows
an old side to the issue of acceptance in this
country. Although many are open to homosexuality, discrimination is still alive in
America. Listening to the straight males on
"Real World" talk about their "gay-dars" and
the fact that they can immediately label someone and fit them into a category is ridiculous, it shows a lack of understanding and
awareness.
Changing the stereotype of what it means

to be gay is an important step in television,
and once again MTV is willing to show the
backlash of what happens when people do
not accept you. The network was one of the
first to advertise diversity, and now it is actually showing something 'real.' They demonstrate that not everyone is accepting, and
people do judge.
Karamo is one of the first to not fit into the
gay stereotype. He carries himself as a stereotypical straight male but is weighed down
with the burden of being honest with himself. The attitudes ofMJ and Landon show a
widespread ignorance about the gay culture,
and are an honest example of how many
straight people feel and what they assume
about it.
Karamo's depth and evolution as a person
will be interesting to watch this season. Once
again "The Real World" breaks away from
stereotypes, and continues to surprise its audience. Sure, the wild girl with the implants
and the sexual tension between the
housemates is predictable, but it is the subtle
gay character that will actually make this
house seem 'real.'

Upcoming Seattle U
Theatre Productions
By Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer

Auditions are held in October and everyone is encouraged to try out, whether a theater major or not. As with all the plays, keep
your eyes and ears open to performance op-

This smaller diner is a little quieter. It's a
nice place for quiet discussion or homework.
It's a very cute diner with a comfortable atmosphere. The food is good and the coffee is
always fresh.

The buzz around the Fine Arts Building portunities.
High hopes and ambitions add to the overhere on campus is the upcoming theatrical
all excitement about this upcoming season.
season. Three plays are planned for perforhang out or study in the wee hours of the
Room,
the
Vachon
each
mance this year in
Rosa Joshi, director of "Top Girls" expressed
morning. All of the following establishments
on
universal
issues
which
women
focusing
hope that;
have smoking sections.
face.
"people will bring their classes to these
and
student
the themes will relate to the oversth
and
are
directed
Denny
plays...and
All plays
faculty
The 5-Point CafeIHOP- 10th and Madison
directed
and university."
Transport"
by
"Female
all
curriculum
performed.
the
scheduled
to
perform
wall
has
a
similar
feel
is
Ki Gottberg,
This little hole in the
Located right across the street from camto the
For an interesting perspective, a night out
pus, this is a prime place for late night cram to the Hurricane. They have a bar on the side, week of November 15th. According
drama
about
a
diner
it
is
a
with
friends or justcuriosity over how a condescription,
"gritty"
and
yummy greasy
sessions. The staff is usually friendly if not a a rockin' jukebox,
colof
female
food.
The
are
an
and
interesting
group
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little strange, and used to college types comorful bunch, and pretty much everyone is petty criminals on
ing in at all hours of the night. Their spetheir way to Austracialty is breakfast food but they also have friendly.
lia via a 19th century
good appetizers and lunch/dinner food. Reship.
Beth's Cafe- 7311 Aurora Avenue
member to tip well, not just because it's poFebruary 21st will
lite, but they will remember you next time. North
mark the debut of
"Top Girls," directed
The Hurricane Cafe- 7th and Bell
This diner is along the same lines as the
Rosa Joshi. This
by
Hurricane and the 5-Point with drawings all
cast of fecolorful
This all night diner has a separate bar that over the walls. They're famous for their 12male characters inis open until 2am. They also have a jukebox egg omelet that almost no one can finish. It's
cludes a 13th century
where you can request whatyou want to hear, a great place to go with friends to hang out
concubine turned
instead of being plagued with elevator muor to work on projects, but it is a little far
nun, a VicBuddhist
sic. The jukebox selection includes Stone from SU.
torian explorer and a
female pope. Each
woman explores
'what it takes to become a "Top Girl."
cubine ends up as a nun, check out the theby
the
which
is
directed
Verge",
"On
ater department for upcoming events. Three
H >C]l
p-vC f tr< :>i i
new student set designers bring fresh influGottberg, is set to begin May 16th. This play
follows three female Victorian explorers on
ence to the theater program this year, and the
Committed to excellence
time
and
work of the staff plus the enthusiasm of
through
space.
a
hard
journey
Spacious 1, 2, & 3 bedroom Start at $600
the theatrical calendar this the actors will leave you enthralled, moved
headlining
Also
&
Full-size washer dryer
fall are student directed one-act plays.
and inspired.
Wood burning
are a few ideas of 24 hour places to go to

fireplace

Tanning bed
Exercise & weight room
Garage & carport available
Phone: (206) 763-9982
Fax: (206) 763-2561
keny onri dge@dm dm ail .com
600 S. W. Kenyon Street
Seattle, WA 98106

Tonight! Free Art Shows!
The first Thursday of every month in Pioneer Square from 6-8 p.m. over thirty-five art
spaces open their galleries to the public for free walk throughs. The Seattle Art Museum
and the Seattle Asian Art Museum are also free all day today, and every first Thursday of
the month.
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Subscription, and it works like this:
Your parents set you up with a Starbucks
Card that automatically reloads from■
their credit card, so you never have
to be deprived of Starbucks.
»l.
A beautiful thing.
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Jesuit Centenary Lecture Series

Classifieds

at Seattle University
Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of the Birth of Three Great Jesuit Thinkers
This lecture is free and open to the public.
Please join us for a reception following the lecture.

A Lecture in Honor of Rev. Bernard Lonergan. S.T

15

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
(1904-

1984)

S

for rent

Attractive & Large 950 SF Two
Bedroom Apartment a 4 Unit
building. Available now. Squire
HiU Neighborhood, close to
Join a Reggae band. Singer/
Hospital & Seattle
Providence
Songwriter looking for drums,
University. Extra Storage, High
bass, keys, wind, and even backCeilings, New Furnace, Laundry
up vocalists. Call Ryan at 206Facilities on Site. $895 Per
354-3137.
—
——Month.
Includes Utilities & Hot
1
Water. Tenant pays own heat &
Electricity (Gas Heat) within unit.
Leschi Ridge
Owned & Managed by a Seattle
City View Apts
University Alum. Call 206-362Now leasing Oct. occupancy.
8731
Brand new building at 29th and
First Hill
Jackson. Direct Bus Routes to S.U.
unit ilh ,ettific
NW
Views. Studio, 18, 28, and
lnside Parkin B' N™'>
Washer/Dryer in every nnit. Bike
i
1000 sf 2 bdrm, 2 bath, frpl, Bth
room, storage, and secured
an< ' Spring.
parking available. From $800.
Avail now, $1,300
Call 206-321-6500
Call Marcia 206-842-4775
to?
i
Want
to get back to
your roots?
.

Prof. Patrick Byrne
Department of Philosophy,
Boston College

I

.

.

.

—————

-

"The Passionateness of Being:
The Legacy of Bernard Lonergan, SJ"

"

'"""j

,

,

Friday, October 8 at 7:3opm
Wyckoff Auditorium

Two Rooms Available
in a four bedroom house in

Lecture Series Coordinator:
Dr. Michael F. Andrews, Dept. of Philosophy
For more information, please call (206) 296-5470 or email: reynoldk@seattleu.edu
This Lecture Series is made possible by a grant from the Office of Mission, Seattle University

Queen Anne.

GET PAID A GUARANTEED $2,500 U.S.
EVERY MONTH TO
START!
w

House has view,

hardwood floors, washer/dryer,
larger room is $750. They are

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT!

600

available now. Please contact Jen
at 206-953-6679 or e-mail

jenniferb@sceneit.com.

lnterliational company now
hiring people between the ages of
work part time Visit
18
www.covfs.com/support.html for
complete details.
,
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Win 525,000
for grad school!
LAW

*

BUSINESS

•

GRADUATE

•

MEDICAL

»

DENTAL

How do I enter?

fill

Visit

N

kaptest.com/25k
Who wins?

V &;j

:

;
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One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of law, business, graduate, medical or dental school.

Where is the drawing?

-

on January 12, 2005 and will be
notified by mail/email immediately following the drawing.

The winner will be selected
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FREE DELIVERY!! (206)322-9411
1401 E. MADISON SEATTLE, WA 98122
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CAMPUS VOICE

"Do you think you could be
America s next top model?

"

by Greg Boudreau

"No, because I can't
walk in high heels."
Adam Wood, Junior,
International Studies

"Yes. Obviously."
Andy Zelman,
Freshmen, Undecided

"I already am America's
next top model!"
Craig Brownson, Senior,
English and Philosophy

"My contract does not
allow me to discuss that."
Jenna Lasich, Junior,
Public Affairs

"Yes, America's next
top model citizen."
Katie Zipper,
Sophomore, English

"...no, but I will if you
need me to."
Nick Acosta, Freshmen,
Humanities

Voter Registration
is due Oct. 2
This is your last chance!

